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Detective Conan Drama Special 1
The Letter of Challenge

2006

工藤新一への挑戦状

M&SE

HD

114’

ENG-Sub

Cast: Shun Oguri, Tomoka Kurokawa, Takanori Jinnai
Conan as you’ve never seen him before!
To mark the 10th anniversary of the anime series Detective Conan, this popular
program has been adapted into a special live-action drama. The plot revolves around
the two characters, Shinichi Kudo and Ran Mouri, and is set in the time when Shinichi
is still a regular high-school student, before he was poisoned by a strange man
turning him into diminutive Conan.
Shinichi has become a popular student at school because of his detective skills and
is even receiving a lot of media coverage. The night before a trip, Shinichi receives a
strange letter: “This is a letter of challenge to the high-school detective. During the
school trip, one of your classmates will be kidnapped. If you fail to prevent it, you will
then have to give up your title of high-school detective.”

© Gosho Aoyama/Shogakukan, Yomiuri TV

*Based on the original graphic novel “Meitantei Conan” by Gosho Aoyama published by Shogakukan Inc.

Detective Conan Drama Special 2
Confrontation With the Men in Black
工藤新一の復活！ 黒の組織との対決

2007

M&SE

HD

114’

ENG-Sub

Live-action Conan is back!
Conan as you’ve never seen him before!
While the first live-action drama focused on Shinichi Kudo, the high school student
before he was transformed into Conan, this new drama starts with the first ever
glimpse of young Conan in live-action form.
After eating a piece of cake, Conan finds himself reverting back to his normal age.
He has a limited amount of time before he changes back to Conan. With time running
out, can he solve the murder mystery and avoid the Men in Black?
*Based on the original graphic novel “Meitantei Conan” by Gosho Aoyama published by Shogakukan Inc.

© Gosho Aoyama/Shogakukan, Yomiuri TV

Detective Conan Drama Special 3
The Mystery of The Legendary Monster Bird
工藤新一への挑戦！ 怪鳥伝説の謎

2011

M&SE

114’

HD

Cast: Junpei Mizohata, Shiori Kutsuna
© Gosho Aoyama / Shogakukan, YTV, TMS 1996

Celebrating its 15th anniversary of the TV anime series!
This special is set in a secluded village ruled over by a legend of a mysterious
monster-bird. The high-school detective, Shinichi Kudo, is invited to the village by a
billionaire, and that’s when the tragic events start!
The drama takes place 100 days before Shinichi Kudo is poisoned by the Black
Organization which causes his body to shrink. The setting is the “15 Night Village”,
with a culture seemingly passed down from the ancient Mayans. Shinichi will
challenge solving the mystery of the serial-murders and the village wrapped up in the
mysterious legend of the monster-bird!
*Based on the original graphic novel “Meitantei Conan” by Gosho Aoyama published by Shogakukan Inc.
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